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Querry Gen, a member of one of the last human survivor groups
following global war, is targeted by the monstrous Skaldi,
although Querry has no memory of why.
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An anthology of nineteen tales by well-known authors of young
adult and adult literature which explore the lives of teens raised
after a catastrophe, either in the first few years after the change
or in the distant future.

Stranded in Honolulu when a strange cloud causes a worldwide
electronics failure, sixteen-year-old Leilani and her father must
make their way home to Hilo amid escalating perils, including her
severe epilepsy.
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Escaping a life of marginalization and misery, Kitty Doe joins the
most powerful family in the country, a choice that requires her
to assume the identity of the Prime Minister’s niece and stop a
rebellion that ended her predecessor’s life.
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Sixteen-year-old Ruby breaks out of a government-run
‘rehabilitation camp’ for teens who acquired dangerous powers
after surviving a virus that wiped out most American children.
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Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle
of a maze and realizes he must work with the community in which
he finds himself if he is to escape.
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When a scheming lord tears Jess’s family apart, she must rely on
her unlikely friendship with Kal, a high-ranking Patron boy, and
her skill at Fives, an intricate, multi-level athletic competition that
offers a chance for glory, to protect her Commoner mother and
mixed-race sisters and save her father’s reputation.
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In a future toxic landscape, a community that lives in an
underground silo is rocked by the desire of Sheriff Holston, who
has upheld the group’s rules for years, to go outside, setting in
motion events that kindle the fire of revolution.
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Given his lifetime assignment at the Ceremony of Twelve, Jonas
becomes the receiver of memories shared by only one other in his
community and discovers the terrible truth about the society in
which he lives.
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In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring
nations, fifteen-year-olds Day, a famous criminal, and prodigy
June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they
have a common enemy.
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After the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano destroys his
city and its surroundings, fifteen-year-old Alex must journey from
Cedar Falls, Iowa, to Illinois to find his parents and sister, trying to
survive in a transformed landscape and a new society in which all
the old rules of living have vanished.
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Pursued by power-hungry Prentiss and mad minister Aaron, young
Todd and Viola set out across New World searching for answers
about his colony’s true past and seeking a way to warn the ship
bringing hopeful settlers from Old World.
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Through journal entries sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her
family’s struggle to survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing
worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
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Exiled from her safe home in the enclosed city of Reverie, Aria
finds herself in the outer wastelands known as the Death Shop. If
the cannibals don’t get her, the violent energy storms will. There
she meets a savage, an Outsider named Perry - wild, dangerous who is her only chance of survival. But Perry needs Aria, too, and
they are forced into an unlikely alliance that will determine the
fate of all who live under the neversky.
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In a post-apocalyptic eastern seaboard ravaged by disease and
war with a manmade race of people called Partials, the chance
at a future rests in the hands of Kira Walker, a sixteen-year-old
medic in training.
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